Academic and Honorary Recognized Student Organizations  
(Updated as of January 4, 2016)

**Accounting Club**
- **Purpose Statement:** To prepare current Accounting majors for a meaningful career after college by networking with former Accounting students and local business professionals, learning about the various career paths that are available for Accounting graduates, and giving students an opportunity to get to know their fellow classmates.
- **Website:** Look for MSUM Accounting Club on Facebook
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Mariah Gudahl - gudhlma@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Samuel Silberstein – silberstsa@mnstate.edu
- **Advisor Name and E-mail:** Leonard Sliwoski - sliwoski@mnstate.edu AND Kim Mollberg – mollberg@mnstate.edu

**Actuarial Science Club**
- **Purpose Statement:** To provide students with the foundation needed to be successful in the Actuarial Science profession.
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Pratik Dahal - dahalpr@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Claire Sauerman - sauermancl@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Jacob Hatling - hatlingia@mnstate.edu
- **Advisor Name and E-mail:** Erdenebaatar Chadraa - erdenebaatar.chadraa@mnstate.edu

**Ad Club**
- **Purpose Statement:** To provide and promote a better understanding of advertising and its value through fellowship and the free exchange of ideas.
- **Website:** [www.adclu1.wix.com/msumadclub](http://www.adclu1.wix.com/msumadclub)
- **Facebook:** MSUM Ad Club
- **Twitter:** @MSUMAdClub
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Lexus Haut - hautle@mnstate.edu
- **Advisor Name and E-mail:** Jody Mattern - matternj@mnstate.edu

**Alpha Lambda Delta**
- **Purpose Statement:** To encourage superior academic achievement among students in their first and second year in institutions of higher education, to promote thinking and a continued high standard of learning, and to assist everyone in recognizing and developing a meaningful
- **Website:** [www.facebook.com/ALDHonorSociety/](http://www.facebook.com/ALDHonorSociety/)
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Jordan Heinen - heinenjo@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Mariah Kinneberg - kinneberma@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Nicole Ouradnik - ouradnikni@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Brooke Mistic - misticbr@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Brittany Kasprick - kasprickbr@mnstate.edu
- **Advisor Name and E-mail:** Janet Haak - haak@mnstate.edu
American Institute for Graphic Arts Dragons (AIGA Dragons)

- Purpose Statement: The purpose of the AIGA Dragons shall be to enhance the verbal and visual communication between design students. We shall also be a forum for anyone interested in design.
- Facebook: [www.facebook.com/groups/390162191071780/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/390162191071780/)
- Contact Name and E-mail: Nicole Olson - osonni@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Sammi Post – posta@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Allen Sheets - sheets@mnstate.edu

Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)

- Purpose Statement: To promote an increased knowledge of and greater interest in the science, design, development, construction, languages, management and applications of modern computing.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Dmitrii Mudrechenko - mudrechedm@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Michael Haugrud - haugrudm@mnstate.edu

Association of School Psychology

- Purpose Statement: The purpose of the Association of School Psychology shall be to expand our breadth and depth of knowledge of the field of School Psychology by collaborating with professionals and peers in related human service fields while increasing campus awareness.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Anne Langlois - langloisan@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Matt Ashburn - ashburnma@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Maria Murphy - murphyma@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Kristen Boomer - boomerkr@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Alyssa McDonough - mcdonougal@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Lisa Stewart - stewart@mnstate.edu

Athletic Training Students Association

- Purpose Statement: To gain recognition as student athletic trainers both on campus and in the community to further enhance our education through professional involvement.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Patrick Sorum - sorumpa@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Baylie Clark - clarkba@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Sydney Klein - kleinsy@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Krista Flanagan - flanagankr@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Dawn Hammerschmidt - hammerda@mnstate.edu
Beta Gamma Sigma
- **Purpose Statement:** The purpose of the Beta Gamma Sigma Honor Society is to honor current Business Administration Accounting majors and provide them with opportunities to socialize and work with other honor students through various on campus and off-campus gatherings.
- **Organization Facebook:** Beta Gamma Sigma- MSU Moorhead
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Ashley Leintz - leintzas@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Marydel Monga - mongokatma@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Sarah George - georgesa@mnstate.edu
- **Advisor Name and E-mail:** Jerome Kuperman - kuperman@mnstate.edu

Blackfriars
- **Purpose Statement:** To encourage student and community involvement in the art of theatre.
- **Website:** [www.facebook.com/groups/269451016420831/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/269451016420831/)
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Samantha Lorenz - lorenza@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Carina Gonzalez-Dumarce - dumarceca@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Bailey Schumann - schumannba@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Meghan McLaughlin - mclaughlme@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Ben Stoddard - stoddardbe@mnstate.edu
- **Advisor Name and E-mail:** Patrick Carriere – patrick.carriere@mnstate.edu

Chemistry and Biochemistry Club
- **Purpose Statement:** The purpose of the Chemistry and Biochemistry Club shall be to provide educational and social experiences through the sponsorship of activities of interest to the chemistry student. Furthermore, this chapter shall act as an advocate of increased relationships with like chapters of other area campuses. This chapter will also encourage and help provide opportunities for members to present original research. This chapter will foster chemistry interest for Fargo-Moorhead area children through outreach programs.
- **Facebook:** MSUM’s Chemistry & Biochemistry Club
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Tarysir Bader - baderta@mnstate.edu
- **Advisor Name and E-mail:** P. Asoka Marasinghe - asoka@mnstate.edu

Cinethusiasts
- **Purpose Statement:** To facilitate an environment for filmmakers and film lovers on campus and in the community.
- **Website:** [www.facebook.com/groups/cinethusiasts/](http://www.facebook.com/groups/cinethusiasts/)
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Joseph Coot - cootjo@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Aaron Beck - beckaa@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Brent Kiehl - kiehlbr@mnstate.edu
- **Contact Name and E-mail:** Rachel Schulte - schultera@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Jessica Gruba - grubaje@mnstate.edu
• Advisor Name and E-mail: Raymond Rea - rea@mnstate.edu

Collegiate DECA
• Purpose Statement: To assist in the professional, educational, and social development of college students, faculty, and staff interested in accounting, finance, and banking.
• Website: www.facebook.com/groups/369825956428931/
• Facebook: MSUM Collegiate DECA
• Instagram: MSUM DECA
• Contact Name and E-mail: Kaleen Krueger - kruegerka@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Sabrina Mayaan – mayaansa@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Cory Jopp – joppco@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Justine Rittgers – rittgersju@mnstate.edu
• Advisor Name and E-mail: Lori Johnson - johnsnlo@mnstate.edu

Communicators In Action (CIA)
• Purpose Statement: CIA is an organization consisting of members in all fields of study focused on enhancing communication skills that are applicable to all areas of our lives. The purpose of CIA is to provide social and educational functions relevant to members of the club
• Facebook: Communicators in Action
• Contact Name and E-mail: Madison Kramer – kramerma@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Chelsie Beyl – beylch@mnstate.edu
• Advisor Name and E-mail: Rebecca Gardner- gardnerr@mnstate.edu

Construction Management Society (CMS)
• Purpose Statement: To promote a wider interest and broader understanding of the construction industry.
• Website: www.mnstate.edu/cm/
• Contact Name and E-mail: Jacob Rusch - ruschja@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Cole Tank - tankco@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Elly Lehn - lehnel@mnstate.edu
• Advisor Name and E-mail: Scott Seltveit - seltveit@mnstate.edu

Counseling and Student Affairs Organization (CASO)
• Purpose Statement: To encourage professional interest among graduate students in the study of Counseling and Student Affairs.
• Website: www.facebook.com/MNSTATECNSA
• Contact Name and E-mail: Mara Wessel - wesselma@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Hailey Gunderson – gundersoha@mnstate.edu
• Advisor Name and E-mail: David Paul - david.paul@mnstate.edu
Criminal Justice Association
- Purpose Statement: To provide students and faculty interested in Criminal Justice with information regarding the criminal justice field.
- Facebook: MSUM Criminal Justice Association
- Twitter: MSUM CJ Association
- Contact Name and E-mail: Kaitlyn Johnson - johnska@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Paula Reyes – reyespa@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Kelsey Tesky – teskyke@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Katie Richardson Jens - richardson@mnstate.edu

Dragon Anthropological Association
- Purpose Statement: The purpose of this club will be to promote interest in all of the subfields of anthropology and to promote cross-cultural awareness by educating the student body about other cultures. We also want to help those graduating with a degree in anthropology.
- Website: www.facebook.com/groups/122462554488568/
- Contact Name and E-mail: Jesus Romero – romeroloje@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Katelyn Dussik – dussikka@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Lee Smalt – smaltle@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Colton Zabel – zabelco@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Michael Pittman – michaelp1pp@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Bruce Roberts - robertsb@mnstate.edu

Dragon Society of Social Work/ Phi Alpha
- Purpose Statement: To enhance students socially, educationally, and to act as a liaison between students, faculty, and to promote student involvement in the community.
- Organization Facebook: Dragon SOS/ PHI AIFA
- Contact Name and E-mail: Thomas Bergseid - bergseidth@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Emily Shaffer - shafferem@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Calvin Samck - samckca@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Ryan VanHouse - vanhousery@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Heidi Seeger - seeegerhe@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Heidi Seeger - seeegerhe@mnstate.edu

Dragons 4 Wellness
- Purpose Statement: To provide opportunities to teach and promote the professions of Physical Education, Health, Fitness and Sport Science and Athletic Training, as well as learn new teaching strategies.
- Website: https://www.facebook.com/msumd4w
- Contact Name and E-mail: Katie Jones - joneskat@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Julie Knutson - julie.knutson@mnstate.edu
Economic Society

- Purpose Statement: To give persons interested in economics an outlet to exchange information and an opportunity to interact with people of similar interests.
- Website: www.facebook.com/groups/350617306167/
- Contact Name and E-mail: Samantha Carlson - carlsonsam@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Harrison Thier – theirha@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Taylor Rodriguez - rodrigueta@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Aba Boadu - boadunan@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Tonya J. Hansen - hansentj@mnstate.edu AND Gregory W. Stutes - stutes@mnstate.edu

Education Minnesota Student Program (EMSP)

- Purpose Statement: To provide useful information for future teachers, information about classes, how to build a teaching resume, lesson plan ideas etc. We also plan to be active volunteers in the community such as tutoring in nearby school.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Emily O’meara – omearaem@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Renee Fast – fastre@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Sheila Marquardt - sheila.marquardt@mnstate.edu

Golden Key International Honour Society

- Purpose Statement: The purpose of the Golden Key International Honor Society MSUM Chapter shall be to enable members to realize their potential by connecting individual achievement with service and lifelong opportunity. All activities and functions of Golden Key International Honor Society will be legal under University, local, state, and federal laws.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Loza Tadesse - tadesselo@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Aschalew Chamiso- chamisoas@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Damela Guerrero- guerreroda@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Damiano Fulghesu - Damiano.Fulghesu@mnstate.edu

Graduate Student Organization

- Purpose Statement: To become a group that can address issues pertaining to graduate student life. The organization also serves to educate undergraduates about graduate programs.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Laura Baier – baierla@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Lisa Karch - lisa.karch@mnstate.edu

Health Care Leadership

- Purpose Statement: To promote the educational development of skills necessary for effective leadership in health care organizations through interaction with professionals and strengthened association with peers.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Ellen Johnson - johnsonell@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Jitendra Singh – jitendra.singh@mnstate.edu
History Club
- Purpose Statement: To function as both a social organization and as a setting to expand the education and experience of students in the areas of history and social studies.
- Organization Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/MSUMHistoryClub/
- Contact Name and E-mail: Stephanie Honomichl - honomichst@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Nathan Clarke - clarke@mnstate.edu AND Annette Morrow - morrowan@mnstate.edu

Illustration Guild
- Purpose Statement: For illustrators of all skill levels to come and share work, techniques, and experiences. Together we will work on pieces and prepare them for shows and exhibitions. There will be Artists talk both by MSUM Professors and visiting artists. Discussing why Illustration is important and how to get that work and its message to the people.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Chelsea Marquette - marquettch@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Christina Torgerson - togersoch@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Ashley Jetvig - jetvigas@mnstat.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Alyssa Sinnen - sinnenal@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Jim Park - parkji@mnstate.edu

Math Club
- Purpose Statement: To provide an atmosphere in which to stimulate interest in mathematics at MSUM.
- Website: web.mnstate.edu/goytadam/mathclub
- Contact Name and E-mail: Bailey Wieberdink - wieberdiba@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Karla Schneider - schneiderka@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Mason LaRock - larockma@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Ashley Borchardt - borchardas@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Adam Goyt - goytadam@mnstate.edu

MEISA (Undeclared Records)
- Purpose Statement: To provide an association with other students, teachers, and professionals involved in the music and entertainment industries.
- Website: www.facebook.com/pages/MSUM-Undeclared-Records/215259711857114 +
- Twitter: @MSUMUndeclared
- Contact Name and E-mail: Donovan Jonk - jonkdo@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Jason Strand – strandjas@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Kaylianna Mathison – mathisonka@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Ryan Jackson - jacksonr@mnstate.edu
Minnesota State Paralegal Association Moorhead (MSPAM)

- Purpose Statement: To enhance the University and its students by promoting the Paralegal major and providing a group for those in the major to interact with each other and professionals already in the field.
- Organization Facebook: [https://facebook.com/groups/MSPAM/](https://facebook.com/groups/MSPAM/)
- Contact Name and E-mail: Magaret O’Neill - oneillma@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Destiny Grooters - grootersde@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Jordan Schultz - schultzjor@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Deborah Kukowski - deboarh.kukowski@mnstate.edu

Model United Nations (Model UN)

- Purpose Statement: To support the principles and purposes of the United Nations Charter. Through education and participation, MSUM MUN seeks to promote greater understanding of the range of international issues in the world system today.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Kelsey Slattery - slatteryke@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Daniela Guerrero Kossowski - guerreroda@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Paul Kramer - paul.kramer@mnstate.edu

MSUM Ceramic Guild

- Purpose Statement: To promote knowledge and understanding of the ceramic arts.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Olivia Bain - bainol@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Chris Alveshere - alvesherch@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Katie Aslesen - kjaslesen@gmail.com
- Contact Name and E-mail: Spenser Johannes - johannessp@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Rachel Olson-Baer - olsonbara@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Pam Ackerman - ackermanpa@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Wil Shynkaruk - wil@mnstate.edu

National Art Education Association (NAEA)

- Purpose Statement: To provide opportunities, resources and support to future art educators to help them become leaders in their field.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Elizabeth Lempola - Lempolael@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Tyler Evin - evinty@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Erika Strand - strander@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Julianne Helander - helanderju@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Brad Bachmeier - bachmeber@mnstate.edu

National Association for Music Education (NAfME)

- Purpose Statement: To acquaint students with the privileges and responsibilities of the music education profession and provide opportunities for professional development.
- Organization Facebook: [www.facebook.com/groups/521438674658861](http://www.facebook.com/groups/521438674658861)
- Contact Name and E-mail: Katie Grabinger - grabingeka@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Cassandra Johnson - johnsoncas@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Shaylynn Johnson - johnsoshay@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Taylor Myers - myersta@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Monte Grise - monte.grise@mnstate.edu

National Residence Hall Honorary (NRHH)
- Purpose Statement: The purpose of NRHH is to stand behind the four national pillars, leadership, recognition, service and scholarship and to recognize on campus residence who honor these pillars.
- Website: www.otms.nrhh.org/
- Facebook: www.facebook.com/National-Residence-Hall-Honorary-NRHH-Dragon-Chapter-117635338252998/timeline/
- Contact Name and E-mail: Gabby Budenski - budenskiga@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Justine Sponder - sponderju@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Jeffrey Fabus - jeffrey.fabus@mnstate.edu

NSSLHA/Collegiate Sertoma
- Purpose Statement: To encourage professional interest among college and university students in the study of normal and disordered human communication.
- Facebook: MSUM NSSLHA/Collegiate SERTOMA
- Contact Name and E-mail: Eliza Aul - aulel@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Mary Drake - drakema@mnstate.edu AND Elaine Pyle - pyleel@mnstate.edu

Percussive Arts Society Moorhead (PASM)
- Purpose Statement: The Percussive Arts Society Moorhead Chapter is a non-profit organization designed to promote percussion education, performance, and appreciation for students in the Fargo-Moorhead Area.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Zach Briscoe – briscoeza@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Kenyon Williams - willdrum@mnstate.edu

Phi Sigma Tau and Philosophy Club
- Purpose Statement: A group of people who enjoy philosophy and want to share ideas and experiences in an intellectually stimulating environment.
- Contact Name and E-mail: John Fitzer – fitzerjo@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Anthony Howe – howean@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Marilea Bramer – bramer@mnstate.edu

Pre-Health Professionals
- Purpose Statement: To promote the pursuit of professions in medical oriented fields through dissemination of information, interaction with practicing professionals and strengthen association with peers.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Chandni Patel - patelch@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Ryan Van Hoecke- vanhockry@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Amber Krenske- krenskeam@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Shelby Sieverding- sieverdish@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Sarah Cannedy- cannedsya@mnstate.edu
• Advisor Name and E-mail: Mark Wallert - wallert@mnstate.edu

Psi Chi/Psychology Club
• Purpose Statement: To promote interaction between psychology students and to expand their appreciation of the field of psychology beyond the set limits of the classroom.
• Website: www.mnstate.edu/psichi/
• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MSUM-Psychology-Club-and-Psi-Chi-189254051099717/timeline/
• Twitter: @msum_psych Instagram: msumpychclub
• Organization E-mail: psichi@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Aubrey Borgen - borgenau@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Caroline Kinskey - kinskeyca@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Andrew Swedzinski - swedzinsan@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Tyler Carlson - carlsontyl@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Emma Johnson - johnsoemma@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Morganne Behl - behlmo@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Katelyn Weber - weberkat@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Alexandra Gomez - gomezal@mnstate.edu
• Advisor Name and E-mail: Lindsey Leker – lindsey.leker@mnstate.edu

Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA)
• Purpose Statement: The Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA) is the foremost organization for students interested in public relations and communications. We seek to advance the public relations profession by nurturing generations of future professionals.
• Website: msumprssa.wordpress.com
• Facebook: www.facebook.com/MSUM.PRSSA
• Twitter: @msum-prssa
• Organization E-mail: msumprssa@gmail.com
• Contact Name and E-mail: Nate Gilbrath - gilbraitna@mnstate.edu
• Contact Name and E-mail: Sarah Knight - knightsa@mnstate.edu
• Advisor Name and E-mail: Lok Pokhrel - lok.pokhrel@mnstate.edu

Sigma Lambda Chi
• Purpose Statement: To recognize outstanding students in the construction management program.
• Organization Website: www.slc-intl.org
Society of Physics Students (SPS)
- Purpose Statement: To advance and diffuse knowledge about the science of physics and to encourage student interest in physics throughout the academic and local communities.
- Website: www.facebook.com/groups/spsmsum/
- Contact Name and E-mail: Wyatt Davis - daviswy@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Tyler Meehleib – meehleibty@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Andrew Block – blockan@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Eliza Holte – holteel@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Juan Cabanela - cabanela@mnstate.edu

Spanish Club/Sigma Delta Pi
- Purpose Statement: To promote, celebrate and educate the university community and its own members on Hispanic culture through activities focusing on music, food, language, popular culture, movies, web sites, and community service projects.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Brian Anderson - andersobri@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Carmeda Camecho – camachomca@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Sohony Figueroa – figueraso@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Nancy Castro – castrobona@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Danna Galeano – galeanopd@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Katia Sherman - katia.sherman@mnstate.edu

Student Council for Exceptional Children (SCEC)
- Purpose Statement: To broaden understanding and knowledge of Special Education. Also, providing college students with the opportunities and experiences of closely working for and with children and adults with special needs.
- Website: www.mnstate.edu/scec
- Facebook: msum_scec
- Twitter: msum_scec
- Contact Name and E-mail: Marnie Peterson - petersmarn@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Mara Gaugen- haugenma@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Lucy Nickolay- nickolaylu@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Keri DeSutter - desutter@mnstate.edu

Sustainable Student Association
- Purpose Statement: The purpose of the Sustainable Students Association shall be to reinforce sustainable practices on campus and in our community and to raise awareness for sustainability at an academic level.
• Website: www.mnstate.edu/ssa/
• Facebook: www.facebook.com/#!/groups/160091137535073/
• Instagram: ssamoorhead
• Contact Name and E-mail: Paige Meyer - meyerpa@mnstate.edu
  Advisor Name and E-mail: Stephen Lindaas - lindaas@mnstate.edu

Tri Beta
• Purpose Statement: To promote interest in biology among its members and to provide experiences and information beyond the classroom.
  • Facebook: MSUM Tri-Beta
  • Twitter: @msumtribeta
  • Contact Name and E-mail: Molly Strong - strongmo@mnstate.edu
  • Advisor Name and E-mail: Patricia Wisenden – wisendenp@mnstate.edu

TRIOTA
• Purpose Statement: To promote Women's Studies to minors, majors, as well as students curious or unaware about Women's Studies.
  • Contact Name and E-mail: Ian Anderson - andersonia@mnstate.edu
  • Contact Name and E-mail: Briana Rabenberg – rabenberbr@mnstate.edu
  • Contact Name and E-mail: Jessy Hegland – heglandje@mnstate.edu
  • Advisor Name and E-mail: Kandace Creel Falcon - kandace.creel@mnstate.edu

Undergraduate Students in Science Research (USSR)
• Purpose Statement: The purpose of the Undergraduate Students in Science Research shall be to create an integrated community amongst research students in the Biosciences and Chemistry departments. Members will actively discuss their research or future research topics in a supported environment.
  • Contact Name and E-mail: Maria Leal- krensekan@mnstate.edu
  • Contact Name and E-mail: Amber Krenske- krenskeam@mnstate.edu
  • Contact Name and E-mail: Jordan Pangerl- pangerlo@mnstate.edu
  • Contact Name and E-mail: Sarah Cannedy- canndeysa@mnstate.edu
  • Advisor Name and E-mail: Patricia Wisenden - wisendenp@mnstate.edu

Web Design and Development
• Purpose Statement: To organize and host regular meetings for students who share a common interest in web design and development. Students will share knowledge, explore advanced topics, host local web industry leaders as speakers, and plan engaging web design and development related events.
  • Website: www.wddmsum.com
  • Contact Name and E-mail: Samantha Szczesny - szczesny@s@mnstate.edu
  • Advisor Name and E-mail: Alexandria Fogarty - alex.fogarty@mnstate.edu
Wildlife Society
- Purpose Statement: 1. Develop and promote sound stewardship of wildlife resources and of the environments upon which wildlife and humans depend. 2. Undertake an active role in preventing human-induced environmental degradation. 3. Increase awareness and appreciation of wildlife.
- Organization Facebook: The Wildlife Society MSUM
- Contact Name and E-mail: Jessica Lindstrom- lindstroje@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Elisabeth Teige- teigeel@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Scotty Buccholz- buchholzsc@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Blair Posusta- posustabl@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Kari Mrosla- mroslaka@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Donna Stockrahm - stockram@mnstate.edu

Works on Paper Guild
- Purpose Statement: To encourage collaboration between art majors who work principally on paper as well as those who explore alternative mediums of the arts.
- Contact Name and E-mail: Katie Mikkelsen - mikkelseka@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Sasha Bitzer – bitzersa@mnstate.edu
- Contact Name and E-mail: Suzanne Frenzel – frenzelsu@mnstate.edu
- Advisor Name and E-mail: Patrick Vincent - patrick.vincent@mnstate.edu